
D E S I G N E D  F O R  E V E R Y  D E S T I N AT I O N



THE ALL-NEW OKAVANGO
As Geely’s first-ever 7-seater SUV, Okavango is engineered to deliver an unmatched 
combination of superior on-road refinement, premium styling and craftsmanship inside 
and out, and a host of advanced safety and technology features.



POWER
Exciting combination of a 1.5TD turbo direct injection engine (jointly developed by 
Geely and Volvo) and a 48V “Electric Motor Synergy” battery offers breathtaking 
performance and fuel-efficiency:

• Maximum Power: 188 hp
• Maximum Torque: 300 Nm
• Fuel consumption: 6.6L / 100 kms



SPACE
Enjoy a comfortably spacious ride with the smart interior design that makes every 
journey unique and fun.



7 Individual Seats

Seven individually controlled seats and one-meter legroom space in the second row for maximum comfort for everyone in the family.



2050L Expanding Trunk Space

Have the space you need to bring everyone or anything along for the ride. 
The 2nd and 3rd rows fold fully flat, so you will enjoy lots of cargo space 
and organization.

19 Customizable Seats Layouts

User-friendly design allows for seats on both sides to be moved forward and 
tilted upwards providing convenient passage and access.

42 Storage Spaces

Whether its kids’ toys or sports equipment, Okavango offers ample space for all our storage needs.



DESIGN
Designed with the family in mind, blending space, flexibility, safety and affordability to 
offer unprecedented value.



Front Grille

Elegant curves combined with sleek lines that turn heads on the road. Road 
trips with the family have just gotten more elegant.

Intelligent Multi-dimensional Exterior Rearview mirror

The electronically adjustable and foldable exterior rearview mirror, carries turn-
signal function and supports automatic heating and defrosting.

Skyline Double-tracked Ceiling Rack

The aerodynamic streamlined design reduces wind resistance and features a 
powerful carrying capacity.

18-inch Wheels

Stand tall with shiny 18-inch wheels and enjoy smoother drives thanks to 
higher ground clearance.



COMFORT
Every drive is a wonderful luxury with the comfort of beautiful interior design 
and premium materials.



Intelligent 3 Zone AC

Set the temperature to whatever your family wants thanks to the rear 
controls and 3rd-row vents. Whether they want it warm or cold, everyone in 
the family can control their temperature.

Elegant Interior

Enjoy driving wonderfully distinct luxury with a simply stylish dashboard. All 
the controls you need are easily accessible to make driving comfortable and 
hassle-free.

60-inch Panoramic Sunroof

Open up to an expansive world of breathtaking possibilities.

Premium Leather Seats

Soft and smooth seats for maximum comfort even during longer drives. Treat 
your family with nothing but luxury.



TECHNOLOGY
Experience mobility with advanced technology for a comfortable and pleasurable drive.



ADB Matrix LED

Enjoy seeing even more of the route ahead during your adventures! Let this 
advanced lighting technology provide you with better visibility on the dimly 
lit roads by managing its illumination based on the situation.

10.25 Inch HD Infotainment Panel

See everything from navigation, entertainment and calls on a large screen. 
Controlling music for the family, listening to directions, and taking on calls is 
easier with just quick taps.

12.3 Inch Digital Instrument Panel

All your driving information in a bright and readable panel. One quick glance 
will tell you all you need from speed, fuel, battery, and other essential driving 
information.

360° HD Panoramic Camera

Maneuvering has never been this easy - see everything around you with 
tactically placed wide and high-definition cameras. Whether you are parking or 
coasting, you can check out what is happening around you on the large 10.25” 
HD screen.



Pilot Electronic Gear Shifter

Experience wonderful driving comfort with an easy-to-handle electronic 
gear shifter. Move through the gears with just a simple flick of the wrist.

Electronic Parking Brake + Auto-hold

Give your foot a rest for stop and go traffic. Just step on the brake once to 
put your car at a full stop. One press of the Electronic Parking Brake firmly 
secures your car in place.

Electric Intelligent Tailgate

Storing items and operating Okavango’s rear is easy and hassle-free. One push 
of a button opens the tailgate automatically.

Remote Engine Start

Warm-up your engine and cool down your car without even getting inside it. 
Even when you are chilling inside your home or getting ready for the road, the 
Okavango will be ready for your family with just a simple click.



SAFETY
Enjoy the confidence to travel with peace of mind thanks to advanced safety technologies.



Electronic Stability Control

Keeps your drive stable and comfortable with the advanced Bosch 9.3 ESP 
(Electronic Stability Program). Avoid skids and slips when driving on wet roads.

Hill Start Assist

Helps you climb steeper roads by holding your brakes when no driver input is 
detected while you are ascending hills.

6 SRS Airbags

Four 5.0-generation airbags and two curtain airbags provide comprehensive 
protection and safety for all passengers.

Hill Descent Control

Makes going down hills easier by preventing you from skidding forward when 
input is delayed during downhill driving.



Length*width*height (mm)

Wheel base (mm)

Engine displacement (L)

Max. engine power [kW/rpm]

Max. engine torque [Nm/rpm]

Max. integrated power of +48V EMS [kW/rpm]

Max. integrated torque of +48V EMS [Nm/rpm]

Tyre specification

Max. speed [km/h]

Front/rear wheel tread [mm] 

Front/rear suspension [mm]

Min. ground clearance [mm]

Seat form

Driving mode

Braking mode

Fuel tank capacity [L]

Combined fuel consumption (km/L)

Front suspension

Rear suspension

Body color

Interior color

4835*1900*1780

2815

1.5TD+7DCT+48V EMS

130

255

140

300

225/55 R18

190

1603 /1618 

985/1035

190

2+3+2

Front-engine

Front ventilated disc/rear solid disc

60

16.6

McPherson independent suspension 

Rear composite multi-link dependent suspension

Black, white, grey, silver

Black

Specifications
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4835

Marble Black Porcelain White Storm Grey Luna Silver
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